A Transaction Specification and Management Environment (TSME) is a programmable system that supports: (i) implementation-independent specification of application-specific extended transaction models (ETMs), and (ii) configuration of transaction management mechanisms (TMMs) to enforce specified ETMs. The TSME can ensure correctness and reliability while allowing the functionality required by workflows and other advanced applications that require access to multiple heterogeneous, autonomous, and/or distributed (HAD) systems. To support ETM specification, the TSME provides a transaction specification language that describes dependencies between transactions. Unlike other transaction specification languages, TSME's dependency descriptors use a common set of primitives, and are enforceable, i.e., can be evaluated at any time during transaction execution to determine whether operations issued violate ETM specifications. To determine whether an ETM can be enforced in a specific HAD system environment, the TSME supports specification of the transactional capabilities of HAD systems, and comparison of these with ETM specifications to determine mismatches. To enforce ETMs that are more restrictive than those supported by the union of the transactional capabilities of HAD systems, the TSME provides a collection of transactional services. These services are programmable and configurable, i.e., they accept instructions that change their behavior as required by an ETM, and can be combined in specific ways to create a run-time TMM capable of enforcing the ETM. We discuss the TSME in the context of a Distributed Object Management System. We give ETM specification examples and describe corresponding TMM configurations for a telecommunications application.
Introduction
Today's business enterprises must deal with global competition by rapidly developing new services and products, and by reducing business costs (e.g., for information system maintenance and development). To address these challenges, enterprises and software vendors are developing new infrastructure technologies and architectures for distributed computing environments that:
• are component-oriented, i.e., support interoperability among loosely-coupled components corresponding to heterogeneous, autonomous, and/or distributed (HAD) systems
• support workflow applications automating business processes
• ensure the correctness and reliability of application processing in the presence of concurrency and failures
• cope with change, i.e., support the evolution, replacement, and addition of applications and component HAD systems as business needs change
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Satisfying these requirements involves combining the following two complementary infrastructure technologies:
• distributed object management
• customized transaction management
Distributed Object Management (DOM) [MHGH+92, OMG91] supports the interoperability and integration of component HAD systems, which we refer to as local systems, by: (i) representing their data and functionality as objects, and (ii) allowing client applications to invoke behavior on server objects typically without regard to an object's location, data representation, or access language. In addition, DOM provides an object model that facilitates managing complexity by the use of abstraction, inheritance, and polymorphism. These simplify the replacement, migration, and evolution of local systems. A Distributed Object Management System (DOMS) is a system that uses DOM technology, such as commercial Object Request Brokers (ORBs) [OMG91] . 1 Customized transaction management (CTM) ensures the correctness and reliability of distributed applications accessing local HAD systems, while supporting the functionality each particular application requires. To ensure this, CTM supports the development of extended transaction models (ETMs) and corresponding transaction management mechanisms (TMMs) that are application-specific, i.e., are customized to satisfy the specialized requirements of each application. In addition, CTM copes with changes in (i) the correctness and reliability requirements of applications, and (ii) the transactional capabilities local systems provide. From the perspective of CTM, the transactional capabilities of objects (and local systems) integrated by a DOMS fall into one of the following categories:
• Transactional objects that represent data and functionality in local systems that support transactions. Any object that implements its own transaction management mechanism (TMM) is included here. For example, this category includes DBMSs as well as those file systems and programming language systems, e.g., Argus [Lis88] , that provide transaction models and TMMs similar to those provided by an DBMS. We refer to DBMSs and all other systems in this category as Local Transaction Management Systems (LTMSs). 2 • Transactionless objects that represent data and functionality in local systems that do not support transactions. Local systems in this category may be multi-threaded (e.g., file systems) or singlethreaded (e.g., word processors, spreadsheets, simple programs). Multi-threaded local systems may provide some built-in concurrency control. Systems in this category provide primitive atomic operations.
The need for CTM technology is well documented. For example, introducing ETMs to support applications that are not supported by the ACID and nested [Moss85] transaction models commercial DBMS and TP monitors currently provide has been recognized for some time, and several ETMs have been proposed, e.g., sagas [GS87] , contracts [WR92] , flexible transactions [ELLR90] , compatible transactions [FO89] , and multitransactions [BOGH92] . ETMs extend the traditional (ACID) transaction model typically supported by DBMSs to allow additional application functionality (e.g., permit transaction cooperation) and improve throughput (e.g., reduce transaction blocking and abortion caused by transaction synchronization). However, many of these extensions resulted in application-specific ETMs offering adequate correct-ness guarantees in a particular application, but not ensuring correctness in others. Furthermore, an ETM may impose restrictions that are unacceptable in one application, yet required by another. For example, sagas [GS87] cannot guarantee database correctness in many banking applications, while nested transactions [Mos85] do not allow sharing of uncommitted data crucial in CAD/CAM applications. If no existing ETM satisfies the requirements of an application, a new ETM must be defined to do so and a corresponding TMM must be developed to enforce it.
Developing new application-specific ETMs is required particularly for workflow applications [Hsu93, GHS94] . Such applications are created to accomplish some business process by organizing collections of tasks. One reason no single ETM is sufficient to meet the needs of all workflows is that workflows often require task cooperation (e.g., for supporting human collaboration). Another reason workflows have such diverse ETM requirements is that workflow applications frequently access local systems that do not support transactions. Just as transaction models for multidabase systems must be compatible with the ACID transaction model enforced by local DBMSs, workflow ETMs must be compatible with the local transaction models supported by the local systems (if any). Defining an application-specific ETM for a workflow involves comparing it with the transactional capabilities provided by local systems to determine whether the ETM can be enforced. This involves comparison and possibly integration of transaction models.
In this paper, we address the problems of defining new application-specific ETMs, determining whether a specified ETM is compatible with the transaction models of the local systems integrated by a DOMS, and enforcing specified ETMs by providing a set of transaction management services that can be combined to configure ETM-specific TMMs. In particular, we introduce the concept of a Transaction Specification and Management Environment (TSME) that supports these capabilities.
To support the definition and construction of application-specific ETMs corresponding to application requirements, the TSME provides a transaction specification language. ETMs are described in terms of dependencies between transactions. Transaction dependencies can be viewed as constraints on the execution structure of extended transactions allowed by an ETM, and the correctness criteria that such transactions must satisfy. For example, a structural constraint on nested transactions is that a parent cannot commit unless all its children abort or commit. Examples of correctness criteria include serializability, quasi-serializability [DE89] , cooperative [FO89] , and temporal [GRL94] . ETM specifications are implementation-independent.
Unlike other transaction specification frameworks (e.g., ACTA [CR90, CR92, RC92] ), in the TSME dependency specifications use a common set of primitives, and are enforceable, i.e., can be evaluated at any time during transaction execution to determine whether issued operations violate ETM specifications. We discuss specifications of (i) structure dependencies between transaction states, and (ii) correctness dependencies for serializability and various cooperative correctness criteria. We give ETM specification examples for a telecommunications application.
To determine whether an ETM is compatible with the transaction model of the local systems integrated by the DOMS, the TSME supports: (i) specification of transactional capabilities of the objects (i.e., the local transaction models supported by the local systems integrated by a DOMS), and (ii) comparison of transactional object capabilities with ETM specifications to determine mismatches. We discuss specification of the transactional capabilities of transactional and transactionless objects (and thus the local systems that maintain them), and introduce a framework for determining whether a specified ETM can be supported by the TSME and the DOMS objects.
To enforce specified ETMs, the TSME provides a programmable TMM (PTMM). The PTMM provides a set of basic transactional services that can be programmed and combined in certain ways to configure a hierarchical run-time TMM that enforces ETM specifications. Enforcing a specified ETM involves translating specifications to configuration instructions carried out by the PTMM transactional services.
Providing flexibility while avoiding unnecessary overhead is an important problem in designing the TSME. In applications where high transaction throughput is very important, the TSME transactional services can use the TMMs of commercial TP monitors and DBMSs to provide the transaction models and throughput of these conventional systems. In applications that require ETMs that cannot be supported by commercial TP monitors and DBMSs, the TSME can provide TMMs that allow: (i) more concurrency than the TMMs used by commercial TP monitors and DBMSs, and (ii) alternative scheduling policies that can be used to optimize transaction processing for the specific transaction load generated by each particular application (e.g., by configuring different scheduling policies and benchmarking transaction throughput).
Although high transaction throughput is an important consideration in many database applications, in many workflow applications it is often not critical. For example, in some telecommunications workflows that require human participation, automating these processes and ensuring correctness within application requirements may be more important than high transaction throughput.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define customized transaction management more precisely. In Section 3, we introduce the basic TSME architecture and concepts. In Section 4 we discuss ETM specification. In Section 5, we discuss the specification of transactional object capabilities and introduce a framework for determining whether an ETM can be supported by the TSME. The interface and behavior of the TSME transactional services are described in Section 6. Related work is discussed in Section 7.
Customized transaction management (CTM) concepts and applications
CTM is the technology that supports the development of transaction models and corresponding TMMs that are:
1. application-specific: support applications that have specialized requirements for correctness, reliability, and functionality (e.g., workflow applications performing business processes) 2. user-defined: define constraints that are not built in the code of the TMM that enforces them (application requirements may not be known in advance, and/or requirements and transactional capabilities of objects may change) 3. augmented: require transactional capabilities that may not be provided by an object (and the corresponding local systems) 4. multi-system: support applications that require access to objects maintained by multiple local systems
Since providing these capabilities requires extending the ACID transaction model typically supported by DBMSs and TP monitors, we refer to any transaction model that has at least one of these properties as an extended transaction model (ETM).
Application-specific The need for introducing ETMs to support specialized application requirements has been recognized for some time and numerous ETMs have been proposed, including [GM83,Mos85,GS87,DE89,FO89,WR92,ELLR90,DHL91,BOGH92,Elm92,GRL94]. ETMs extend the traditional (ACID) transaction model to allow: (i) nested transaction structure and/or transaction grouping, and (ii) use of new correctness criteria for permitting functionality necessary for application cooperation, improving throughput, and/or dealing with the autonomy of local databases in a multidatabase environment. ETMs proposed to allow transaction cooperation and improve throughput (e.g., reduce transaction blocking and abortion caused by transaction synchronization) relax the atomicity and isolation properties of the ACID transaction model [GM83,Mos85,GS87,FO89, DHL91,BOGH92,Elm92].
ETMs introduced to deal with the autonomy of local databases in a multidatabase environment support multidatabase transactions consisting of ACID transactions submitted at different local DBMSs [WR92, DE89, ELLR90, GRS94] . Since local DBMSs are autonomous, ETMs in this category were created by integrating the ACID transaction models enforced by the local DBMSs. Examples include global serializability discussed, e.g., in [GRS94] , and quasi-serializability discussed in [DE89] . Since ETMs in this category must be designed to be compatible with the transaction models of the local DBMSs, they require all subtransactions that access local DBMSs to be ACID.
Many of these ACID model extensions resulted in application-specific ETMs offering adequate correctness guarantees in a particular application, but not ensuring correctness in others. Furthermore, an ETM may impose restrictions that are unacceptable in one application, yet required by another. For example, sagas [GS87] cannot guarantee database correctness in many banking applications, while nested transactions [Mos85] do not allow sharing of uncommitted data crucial in CAD/CAM applications. If no existing ETM satisfies the requirements of an application, a new ETM must be defined to do so, and a corresponding TMM must be developed to enforce it.
User-defined ETMs are not built in the TMM that enforces them. Traditionally, a system developed for a specific application was designed to implement a specific transaction model. The ETMs such systems provide may be application-specific but they are not user-defined, since defining the ETM is the responsibility of the system designer and the ETM design can be done only during system development. Clearly, systems supporting built-in ETMs cannot satisfy the requirements of applications that require different ETMs. Furthermore, it is not possible to take advantage of user experience with an application to appropriately redefine the ETM originally developed for the application. Systems supporting user-defined ETMs allow authorized users (e.g., transaction model designers) to define new ETMs and redefine existing ETMs as needed to effectively support: (i) a variety of applications with diverse or possibly conflicting requirements, (ii) ETM changes that may result from the evolution of an application and experience with its correctness and reliability requirements (e.g., correctness constraints may be relaxed or imposed as more experience is gained with an application).
Augmented ETMs require transactional capabilities that are not been provided by the DOMS objects. Determining whether the DOMS objects can support an ETM involves comparing the ETM requirements with the transactional capabilities provided by the objects (and corresponding local systems) in a DOMS. If the objects cannot enforce an ETM (i.e., they do provide transactions or the local transaction models they support allow more execution interleaving than the ETM), we need a TMM that can provide the additional correctness and reliability required by the ETM. Such a TMM must be designed to complement the local object TMMs so that together they meet ETM requirements. For example, consider a DOMS application that needs correctness and reliability guarantees similar to those provided by ACID transactions. To satisfy application requirements the DOMS must provide a TMM that supports ACID transactions over all objects including those that are transactionless.
Multi-system ETMs are those that support transactions accessing objects in multiple local systems. The problem of supporting multi-system transactions has been investigated in the area of transaction management in multidatabase systems, e.g., in [GRS94] . Multidatabase transactions are multi-system transactions consisting of ACID transactions submitted at different LTMSs. Several solutions have been proposed for multidatabase ETMs, as described in [Reut89, DE89, ELLR90, GRS94] . Unlike multidatabase transactions, multi-system transactions in a DOMS may not consist of ACID transactions and may have more than two levels of transaction nesting or non-hierarchical transaction grouping.
Many application do not require ETMs that are application-specific, user-defined, augmented, and at the same time multi-system. Specific combinations of these CTM aspects apply to different application domains and HAD system environments. For example, design, document management, and provisioning applications accessing objects maintained in a centralized database often require application-specific ETMs. In a multidatabase environment, the same applications will require ETMs that are multi-system in addition to being application specific. Finally, extending these applications to access objects that do not support transactions requires an augmented ETM.
Workflow applications are an important category of applications that requires most CTM aspects. A workflow [GHS94, Hsu93] is a collection of tasks organized to accomplish some business process (e.g., processing purchase orders over the phone, provisioning telephone service, processing insurance claims). A task can be performed by one or more software systems, one or a team of humans, or a combination of software and people. Human tasks include interacting with computers closely (e.g., providing input commands) or loosely (e.g., using computers only to indicate task progress). Examples of tasks include updating a file or database, generating or mailing a bill, and laying a cable. In addition to a collection of tasks, a workflow defines the order of task invocation or condition(s) under which tasks must be invoked, task synchronization, and information flow (dataflow). Since workflows often perform enterprise-wide business processes, workflow applications often require access to objects maintained by multiple local systems, some of which may not support transactions (e.g., office applications and telecommunications switches are transactionless systems). Therefore, workflow applications often require augmented, multi-system ETMs. Application-specific ETMs are needed to allow task coordination and collaboration, and cooperation between workflows. Since workflow ETM requirements are so diverse that no single ETM is sufficient to meet the needs of all workflows [GHS94, Hsu93] , supporting any workflow application requires userdefined ETMs. In Section 4, we give an example of an user-defined, application-specific ETM for a provisioning workflow application.
TSME architecture and concepts
For applications requiring CTM, we proposed the concept of a Transaction Specification and Management Environment (TSME) [GHKM93] . The TSME is a CTM system that supports:
1. specifying application-specific ETMs, 2. specifying the transactional capabilities of DOMS objects (i.e., the local transaction models, if any, of the local systems that maintain them), 3. comparing the transactional object capabilities with corresponding ETM requirements to determine if a specified ETM can be enforced by the objects themselves, or whether additional TMM functionality is required to support the ETM, and 4. enforcing a specified ETM by providing TMM functionality to complement the object capabilities.
The TSME architecture is depicted in Figure 7 . The Transaction Dependency Specification Facility (TDSF) supports the definition of ETMs. In addition, the TDSF allows specification of transactional object capabilities and comparison of object and ETM specifications. The Programmable TMM (PTMM) provides TMM services for enforcing specified ETMs. The key TSME concept is the separation of transaction model specification from its enforcement mechanism. This allows reasoning about ETMs independently from the TMMs used to enforce them, and the reuse of TMM services for enforcing multiple ETMs.
DOMS application programmers can develop and submit extended transactions (e.g., workflow applications) that behave according to an ETM supported by the TSME. We refer to transactions that are associated with a previously-defined ETM as model-dependent transactions. New transaction model specifications are provided by a transaction model designer as needed. The transaction designer is the individual or group of individuals who analyzes the transaction management requirements of a specific application and decides whether a transaction model already supported by the TSME satisfies the requirements of the application. 3 If no such transaction model exists, the designer defines a new ETM.
To support ETM definition, the TDSF provides a ETM specification language that allows a transaction model designer to create implementation-independent specifications of ETMs. ETM specifications are expressed in terms of dependencies between the types of transactions allowed by each ETM and kept in a TDSF repository. Transaction dependencies are constraints on the execution structure of transactions allowed by an ETM, and the correctness criteria such transactions must satisfy [BOHG+92] . For example, a structural constraint on nested transactions is that a parent cannot commit unless all its children abort or commit. Examples of correctness criteria include serializability, quasi-serializability, cooperative, and temporal. ETM specification is discussed further in Section 4.
Once an ETM is specified, the TDSF must determine whether the ETM can be supported by the DOMS objects. This involves specifying the transactional capabilities of object TMMs using the same specification language as in the definition of ETMs. Object specifications are provided by object designers. 4 Like ETM specifications, object specifications are kept in a TDSF repository. To determine if a specified ETM can be supported by the objects themselves (without any additional TMM functionality provided by the PTMM), the TDSF compares (possibly with the help of a transaction designer) ETM and object specifications. Specifying object capabilities and determining whether an ETM can be supported are discussed further in Section 5. 3 . We assume that transaction model designer(s) understand transaction management issues in depth and are capable of providing complete and rigorous specifications of ETMs. Examples of transaction model designers can be found today. For example, the transaction models found in DBMSs have been designed by individuals we can classify as transaction model designers. 4. The object designer is the individual or group of individuals who define the state and behavior of objects (e.g., by defining class definitions) and who implement object behavior (e.g., by coding operation methods). The individual in this role must know the details of the object model and the capabilities of the underlying object system (e.g., Smalltalk, C++, etc.).A transaction designer may assume the object designer role in situations where objects are legacy systems, or may work together with an object designer if the object designer is unfamiliar with transaction management issues. Whenever DOMS objects cannot support an ETM by themselves, the TDSF forwards the ETM requirements to the PTMM in terms of configuration instructions. The PTMM provides basic transactional services that can be combined to configure a run-time TMM that implements the configuration instructions of an ETM. Once the configuration instructions of a ETM are implemented by the PTMM, the resulting runtime TMM together with the object TMMs are capable of enforcing the ETM. The interface and behavior of the PTMM transactional services are discussed further in Section 6.
Since a DOMS is composed of objects with existing TMMs and the PTMM services can only provide a finite set of functionality, it is possible that a newly defined ETM cannot be supported. For example, if an object enforces a correctness criterion that is too restrictive for an application or the transactional interface an object provides is not adequate for enforcing an ETM, the PTMM will generate diagnostic messages.
ETM specification
Specification of ETMs is based on the observation that extended transactions consist of a set of constituent transactions and a set of transaction dependencies between them. Each constituent transaction of an extended transaction is either a simple transaction (i.e., a transaction that has no constituent transactions) or another extended transaction (if an ETM permits nesting or grouping). Each extended transaction T that is not a constituent transaction of any other transaction has the following two kinds of transaction dependencies:
• Intra-transaction dependencies that define the relationships between the constituent transactions of T
• Inter-transaction dependencies that define the relationships between T and all transactions that are not constituent transactions of T For example, consider nested transactions [Mos85] . Intra-transaction dependencies exist between a parent and its child transactions, and among sibling transactions. Inter-transaction dependencies occur between top transactions (i.e., nested transactions that are not constituent transaction of any other transaction).
To illustrate both intra-and inter-transaction dependencies, consider an extended transaction T = (T C , T D ) that is executed when a telephone company customer requests telephone service installation, where T C = {T 1 , T 2 , T 3 } is a set of transactions that constitute T, and T D is a set of transaction dependencies between them. Transaction T 1 registers billing information in the customer database. T 2 and T 3 perform two alternative line provisioning tasks. Only one of the provisioning tasks should be allowed to complete, as either will result in a completed circuit, i.e., a set of lines and equipment that connects the customer to a telephone network. T 2 attempts to provide a connection by using existing facilities such as lines and slots in switches. If T 2 succeeds, the cost of provisioning is minimal, i.e., the requested connection is established by allocating existing resources. However, a successful completion of this activity may not be possible if the facilities are not available. T 3 achieves the same objectives as T 2 but involves physical installation of new facilities. Thus, T 3 has a higher cost than T 2 . Since T 3 is needed only if T 2 fails, T 3 is a contingency transaction [BOHG+92] .
There are two types of transaction dependencies: transaction state dependencies and correctness dependencies. Transaction correctness dependencies can be intra-and inter-transaction dependencies, while transaction state dependencies can be only intra-transaction dependencies.
Transaction state dependencies are conditions on transaction states that define the execution structure of extended transactions. Figure 2 depicts the following intra-transaction dependencies that define the exe-cution structure of T, assuming that T 2 and T 3 cannot begin before T 1 commits, and that T 2 and T 3 can execute concurrently:
1. backward-commit-begin(T 2 , T 1 ): T 2 cannot begin before T 1 commits 2. backward-commit-begin(T 3 , T 1 ): T 3 cannot begin before T 1 commits 3. backward-abort-commit(T 3 , T 2 ): T 3 cannot commit before T 2 aborts 4. strong-commit-abort(T 3 , T 2 ): T 3 must abort if T 2 commits 5. forward-commit-begin(T 3 , T 2 ): T 3 cannot begin after T 2 has committed Note that dependencies 4 and 5 imply "T 3 cannot commit after T 2 commits". This dependency can replace dependencies 4 and 5. However, it allows T 3 to continue its execution, thereby holding resources or performing unnecessary computations even if T 2 has committed.
Correctness dependencies specify which concurrent executions (schedules) of extended transactions preserve consistency and produce correct results, thereby defining a correctness criterion. Correctness dependencies include:
• Serialization dependencies, which specify whether the schedule of operations performed by transactions in a set τ on a set of objects O must be serializable, or whether the serialization order of a transaction T i in τ must precede the serialization order of another transaction T j in τ.
• Visibility dependencies, which define whether the schedule of operations performed by transactions in a set τ on objects that belong to a set O must be recoverable, cascadeless, strict, rigorous, semi-rigorous etc. [BHG87,BGRS91,GRS94].
• Cooperation dependencies, which define whether transactions in a set τ may perform operations on objects that belong to a set O without restrictions [GM83,Lyn83,FO93].
• Temporal dependencies, which specify whether transactions in a set τ must perform their operations on objects that belong to a set O in a particular temporal order [GRL94] .
Correctness dependencies may reflect application semantics or be application independent. To illustrate, consider again the extended transaction T that provides telephone service. Suppose that τ is the set of transactions that performed operations on all objects accessed by T. The following dependencies are application independent and sufficient to ensure correctness:
• inter-transaction serialization dependencies: The schedule of operations performed by T and those performed by all committed transactions in τ must be serializable. This dependency does not require the constituent transactions of T to appear atomic to each other.
• intra-transaction serialization dependencies: Since T 2 and T 3 can be executed concurrently, the schedule of operations performed by T 2 and T 3 must be serializable. T 1 commits its execution before T 2 and T 3 begin. Thus, T 1 need not have correctness dependencies.
While application-independent correctness dependencies are sufficient to ensure correctness, they may impose unnecessary restrictions. For example, the two contingency transactions T 2 and T 3 need not appear atomic to each other. Removing the intra-transaction serialization dependencies between T 2 and T 3 may result in a situation in which both transactions are able to construct complete circuits using the same line(s) and/or equipment. Since circuits require exclusive access to their lines, this will be unacceptable for many other provisioning transactions. However, in this particular telecommunications application any number of alternative transactions like T 2 and T 3 will produce only one circuit. In this case, T 2 and T 3 must be designed to cooperate this way. An example of how this might be don is given in Section 4.3.2. Therefore, application dependent correctness is preserved as long as only one of these alternative provisioning transactions is allowed to commit and use the lines. Whenever application semantics allow such correctness preserving but non-serializable schedules, we say that transactions like T 2 and T 3 have an intra-transaction cooperation dependency. Examples, of correctness criteria proposed in the literature to allow transaction cooperation include [GM83,Lyn83,FO93].
Correctness and state dependencies must be considered together. For example, to prevent T 3 from executing before the completion of T 2 , we can specify the dependency "T 3 cannot begin before T 2 aborts." In this case, intra-transaction correctness dependencies between T 2 and T 3 are eliminated.
We are not aware of any ETM proposed in the literature that can support our telecommunications transaction T. Since the combination of T's structure, intra-transaction cooperation dependencies (between T 2 and T 3 ), and use of application-specific semantics is unique, this is a new ETM designed specifically for telecommunications provisioning and billing.
In Section 2 we discussed that application-specific ETMs are needed to ensure the correctness and reliability, and allow functionality, required by workflow applications. To illustrate that the telecommunications provisioning ETM example described earlier in this section may be the application-specific ETM required for a workflow application, consider the New Service Provisioning workflow depicted in Figure 3 (the other workflows depicted in Figure 3 represent other telephone operations activities). Task T 0 involves an operator collecting information from the customer. Tasks T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 are identical to those performed by transactions T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 in our provisioning ETM example. T 4 is executed on completion of T 1 to perform another line provisioning activity, i.e., T 4 achieves the same objective as T 2 and T 3 but involves different paths for physical installation of new facilities. T 5 requires manual work for facility installation. The human task T 5 is initiated by providing installation instructions to the engineers (e.g., via hand-held terminals) and is completed when the human engineers provide the necessary work completion data. Task T 6 involves changes in the telephone directory, while T 7 updates the telephone switch to activate service and then generates a bill. Finally, task T 8 involves a human operator who calls to inform the customer of the establishment of the requested service and verify that the provided service meets the customer needs. The arcs in Figure 3 indicate the following dataflow between tasks: (i) T 1 waits for data from T 0 , (ii) T 2 , T 3 , T 4 , and T 6 , wait for data from T 1 but do not exchange data, i.e., they can be performed concurrently after task T 1 is completed, (iii) T 5 needs data from T 3 and T 4 , (iv) T 7 waits from data from T 2 , T 5 , and T 6 , and (v) T 8 needs completion data from T 7 .
Mapping workflows to extended transactions involves[GHM+93]:
1. mapping workflow tasks to constituent transactions of an extended transaction supported by an ETM, 2. mapping workflow structure to an extended transaction structure supported by the same ETM as
(1), and 3. ensuring that workflow execution obeys the correctness criterion defined by the ETM.
If we consider only the subset of the New Service Provisioning workflow involving T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 , we can map those tasks to the transactions T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 , in the telecommunications provisioning ETM described earlier in this section. Therefore, this ETM is an application-specific ETM that ensures the correctness and reliability of the New Service Provisioning workflow.
Dependency descriptors
To specify state and correctness dependencies among transactions, we use dependency descriptors which are defined as a 6-element tuple of the form: (T i , τ, O, t, En, Post). T i is a dependent transaction; τ is the set of transactions that T i depends on; and O is the set of objects the dependency must consider. τ together with O define that the dependency considers only operations performed on objects that belong O by T i and by the transactions in τ. The fourth parameter of a dependency descriptor is a vector t that contains any real-time intervals T i depends on. For example, the vector t of the dependency descriptor of "T i must begin by 4pm" contains "4pm". This is required because there are ETMs, such as the flexible transactions of [ELLR90] , that allow the definition of temporal predicates on transaction states. In the rest of this paper, we do not discuss ETMs that require temporal predicates and omit t's from dependency descriptors. The last two elements are logical predicates. The enabling condition (En) specifies when the postcondition must be considered. The postcondition (Post) must evaluate to true whenever the dependency is satisfied.
A dependency descriptor can be viewed as an integrity constraint on the execution of extended transactions. A basic requirement for dependency specification is that at any point during the execution of an extended transaction T, T's dependency descriptors must reveal whether the execution that took place until then satisfies T's dependencies. However, it is not always possible to determine whether a dependency is satisfied or not, simply because the available execution schedule does not provide enough information. For example, consider the dependency "T 2 cannot begin before T 1 commits" where T 2 depends on T 1 . Until T 2 begins, there is not enough information in the schedule to determine whether the dependency is satisfied. To prevent dependency descriptor evaluation until there is enough information available, the enabling condition En must be set to "T 2 .state = begin". While En is false, the dependency descriptor evaluates to "don't know." The postcondition is evaluated if and only if the enabling condition becomes true. If the postcondition evaluates to false, the dependency is violated; otherwise, it is satisfied. Figure 4 illustrates the results of the evaluation of a dependency descriptor with respect to the value of its enabling condition and postcondition.
Due to the existence of enabling conditions, dependency descriptors provide reliable true and false evaluation results. This allows:
• determining specification violations as soon as the enabling condition of a dependency descriptor becomes true
• purging descriptors of satisfied state dependencies as soon as their enabling conditions become true and their postconditions have been evaluated
• evaluating dependency descriptors before a finite execution schedule is available
• using dependency descriptors to synchronize transaction execution
In the following subsections, we discuss the specification of state and correctness dependencies.
Specification of state dependencies
Transaction state dependencies associate the states of different transactions. There are three kinds of simple state dependencies: backward, forward, and strong. Note that since we discuss ETMs that do not require temporal predicates, we omit t's from dependency descriptors.
Backward state dependencies between a pair of transactions T i and T j impose conditions of the following type: T i cannot enter state X before T j has entered state Y. Such dependencies are defined by a descriptor of the form:
The set of transactions that T i depends on includes only T j , and O is the set of all objects. T i .state = X indicates that the current state of T i is X. X(T i ) denotes the operation that changes the state of T i to X. The difference between T i .state = X and X(T i ) is that the execution schedule contains X(T i ) even if T i leaves state X. We use < to specify the order of operations in the execution schedule. The dependency descriptor is enabled when T i enters state X. The dependency is satisfied only if T j has entered state Y before T i enters state X, i.e., T j has performed Y(T j ) before T i issues X(T i ). For example, the dependency "T 2 cannot begin before T 1 commits" is specified by (T 2 , {T 1 }, O, T 2 .state = Begin, Commit(T 1 ) < Begin(T 2 )), and is satisfied only if T 1 has performed Commit(T 1 ) before T 2 issues Begin(T 2 ).
Forward state dependencies express conditions of the following type: T i cannot enter state X after T j has entered state Y. They are specified as follows: 
=
A forward state dependency is satisfied if T i has performed X(T i ) before T j issues Y(T j ), or if T j has not performed Y(T j ). For example, the dependency "T 3 cannot begin after T 2 has committed" is captured by the following descriptor: (T 3 , {T 2 }, O, T 3 .state = Begin, ¬(Commit(T 2 ) < Begin(T 3 ))). The dependency is satisfied if either T 3 has performed Begin(T 3 ) before T 2 issues Commit(T 2 ) or T 2 has not performed Commit(T 2 ).
Strong state dependencies express conditions of the following type: T i must enter state X if T j has entered state Y. They are defined by the following descriptor:
Consider the dependency "T 3 must abort if T 2 commits" specified by (T 3 , {T 2 }, O, T 2 .state = Commit, Abort(T 3 )). This dependency is satisfied if T 2 commits and either (i) T 3 has aborted, or (ii) T 3 will eventually abort. Although (i) can be determined immediately, (ii) may never happen (e.g., T 3 never executes). To avoid the uncertainty as to whether a strong state dependency is satisfied, strong state dependency descriptors cannot be used to specify that a transaction must eventually abort. This can be specified by a "weaker" forward state dependency, such as "T 3 cannot commit after T 2 commits." The same problem as for abort exists for eventual begin, prepare, or commit.
To deal with operations whose execution has not yet occurred and may never occur, strong state dependencies must (implicitly or explicitly) specify the time boundaries within which they require the occurrence of the operation that will satisfy them. In particular, strong state dependencies may have (i) an immediate operational effect, or (ii) an enabling condition augmented with a temporal predicate. For example, consider again "T 3 must abort if T 2 commits." If T 2 commits and T 3 has not aborted, we can immediately force T 3 to abort. Alternatively, if the enabling condition is augmented with "time must be later than t", the dependency descriptor will not be enabled until t (even if T 2 commits before t).
Some ETMs define complex dependencies where a transaction depends on multiple transactions. Complex dependencies are straightforward combinations of the simple backward, forward, and strong dependencies defined here. Complex dependencies are discussed further in [GH92, GH94] . The dependency descriptors of state dependencies can be thought of as a variation of temporal logic. However, their expressive power is intentionally limited to what is necessary to capture state dependencies. An advantage of this is that it can be easily evaluated to enforce the specified dependencies. Enforcement of state dependencies is discussed in Section 6.
It is important to notice that some state dependencies may not be enforceable. For example, since a transaction commit cannot be guaranteed, it may be impossible to enforce a strong dependency such as "T 3 must commit if T 2 aborts". In addition, forward and backward dependencies requiring that a transaction T 3 cannot abort may not be possible to enforce; a transaction may choose to abort, or the system where the transaction executes may unilaterally abort it, e.g., as a result of a local deadlock.
Specification of correctness dependencies
A correctness criterion determines the execution schedules that produce correct results and do not violate object consistency. A basic approach for specifying correctness criteria is to do so in terms of transaction schedules that are known to be correct. Since such schedules preserve correctness, concurrent executions that are (in some sense) equivalent to correct executions are also correct and should be allowed by the system. For example, serializability theory considers serial executions (i.e., executions in which transactions do not interleave) to be correct. Since serial executions maintain correctness, any execution that is equivalent to a serial execution also preserves consistency.
Conflict-based correctness criteria consider that operations p i and q j performed by two different transactions T i and T j conflict in a schedule H if their execution order is "important" for determining whether H is equivalent to a schedule known to be correct. Depending on the semantic and/or temporal information taken into account by a correctness criterion, conflicts are defined differently.
Conflict definition by serializability: Traditional (conflict) serializability theory [BHG87] considers that two operations p i and q j conflict if they are performed on the same object and at least one of them is a write operation. That is, serializability takes into account only syntactic information in determining conflicts (i.e., whether operations are reads or writes). To capture this, in the following we assume that object operations have an object-provided property that reveals if the operation changes the state of the object on which it is performed. In particular, we consider that the type of p i (o x 
The definition of conflicts above is too generic in its treatment of operations, in that it may ignore opportunities for concurrent execution. More specific definitions of conflicts can be used in object-specific conflict tables. Various notions of conflicts that consider the semantics of the operations (and possibly their return values) have been proposed in the literature, including commutativity [Wei88, Wei89] , invalidation [Her90] , and recoverability [BR87] . Conflict tables provided by object designers may use these or any other conflict notion that considers operation semantics to allow more concurrency than the default read/ write conflicts.
Conflict definition by temporal correctness criteria: Temporal correctness criteria define conflicts the same way as serializability. However, unlike serializability, which considers all schedules equivalent to any serial schedule to be correct, temporal correctness criteria consider schedules correct only if they are equivalent to one specific serial schedule [GRL94] . As an example of a temporal conflict, consider a transaction T i that changes the interest rates in a bank, and T j that computes the interest earned by the bank accounts. Suppose that the interest rate changes every day. For accounts whose interest is to be deposited a specific day the earned interest must be computed after that day's interest rate has been posted. Therefore, to ensure correctness, T i must perform its write operations before T j reads the new interest rate. Serializability may allow T j to read the interest rate before T i updates it, which will produce incorrect interest deposits.
Conflict definition by cooperative correctness criteria: Cooperative correctness criteria [BRGP78,GM83,Lyn83,FO89] use less restrictive notions of conflicts that take into account transaction 5. For efficiency reasons, several objects, a class of objects, or even several objects and classes may be associated with the same conflict table. This issue is discussed further in [HG93] .
semantics. For example, consider the circuit provisioning transactions T 2 and T 3 in our telecommunications example. Circuits require exclusive access to the facilities (e.g., lines and slots) they use. Therefore, circuit consistency is maintained if and only if circuit provisioning transactions either do not allocate the same facilities or only one of the provisioning transactions that allocates the same facility is allowed to commit. In particular, if transactions T 2 and T 3 work for the same customer (i.e., they are constituent transactions of the same instance of the transactional workflow T), they can allocate the same facility fac without violating circuit consistency. This is due to the fact that only one of T 2 and T 3 will be allowed to commit; thus only one circuit that uses fac will be eventually constructed. However, this does not hold if T 2 and T 3 work for different customers (i.e., they are performed by different instances of the extended transaction T or by different extended transactions). In this case, T 2 and T 3 may both be allowed to commit. Therefore, they should not be permitted to allocate the same facility fac, since more than one circuit that uses fac may be constructed and this violates circuit consistency. Therefore, if transactions T 2 and T 3 work for the same customer request, the facility allocation operations they perform should not be considered as conflicting. On the other hand, if transactions T 2 and T 3 work for different customer requests, the facility allocation operations they perform should be considered as conflicting.
In the following subsections, we concentrate on deriving specifications for serializability and cooperative correctness criteria. Specification of visibility and temporal correctness criteria are described in [GH94] . To specify a correctness criterion C, we formally define the transaction execution order it permits. This involves: (i) specifying possible transaction precedence orders using the conflict table(s) of the objects, and (ii) specifying a set of predicates that restrict possible transaction precedence orders to those allowed by C. All specifications require a single operator (transitive closure) and standard quantifiers on finite sets of transactions and objects.
Specifications of serialization (SR) dependencies
The specification of SR dependencies is based on the following observations:
1. conflicts define precedence relations between transactions, and 2. serializability is violated if a committed transaction indirectly conflicts with itself, i.e., its precedence relation contains itself.
Let H be a schedule over a set of transactions τ ={T 1 , T 2 ,..., T k }. H defines an order < on the operations performed by the transactions in τ. Conflicting operations in H define a precedence relation between transactions in τ.
A transaction T i directly SR-precedes T j in H (denoted by T i SR ( τ ,O) T j ) iff T i issues an operation p i (o x )
that conflicts with an operation q j (o x ) of T j in H, p i (o x ) precedes q j (o x ) in H, and T i and T j are non-aborted transactions:
Indirect SR-precedence between T i and T j is determined through direct and indirect SR-precedence of other transactions in τ as follows:
Therefore, the transitive closure of the SR-precedence relation determines whether T i SR-precedes directly or indirectly T j in H:
where N is the set of positive integers. For example, consider the following schedule:
Assuming the default read/write conflicts, T 1 SR ( 
If any of the dependencies above are violated, serializability is also violated. However, if an individual dependency descriptor is satisfied, this does not imply that serializability is preserved. It ensures only that T i has not performed conflicting operations that form cycles. To ensure the serializability of H, all transactions in τ c must have dependency descriptors similar to those above and all such dependencies must be satisfied.
For example, suppose that τ c ′ is the set of committed transactions in H that does not include the constituent transactions T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 of our telecommunications transaction T. The inter-transaction serialization cycle dependencies between the transactions in τ c ′ and the constituent transactions of T are defined by the following descriptors (T C denotes the set {T 1 , T 2 , T 3 }):
∀T
This allows the constituent transactions of T to participate in cycles involving constituent transactions of T, but no other transactions. The following inter-transaction dependency descriptor specifies that transactions other than T cannot be involved in any serialization cycles.
The serialization cycle dependencies we have discussed so far do not explicitly define the serialization order of transactions. This is required by some correctness criteria such as cooperative correctness discussed in the following section. We refer to such dependencies as serialization order dependencies.
A serialized before dependency between transactions T i and T j in a schedule H (denoted by T i < SR T j ) is defined by the following dependency descriptor:
A serialized after dependency between T i and T j (T i SR >T j ) is defined similarly.
Specification of cooperative correctness criteria
Cooperative correctness criteria [BRGP78,GM83,Lyn83,FO89] allow compatible transactions to cooperate, e.g., to repeatedly read and write specific objects without restrictions. Compatible transactions are specified by breakpoints (or by compatibility sets which are similar to breakpoints).
According to the breakpoint model, a transaction is modeled as consisting of steps. Each step (denoted by S) consists of a sequence of atomic operations and a breakpoint (denoted by B) at the end of these operations. A breakpoint defined within a transaction represents a point in its execution at which other transactions can interleave. For example, consider the following transactions: Associated with each breakpoint B ij in a transaction T i is a transaction set ts(B ij ) that contains the set of transaction types (e.g., the type of T k is denoted by type(T k )) that are allowed to interleave at B ij . For example, if ts(B ij ) contains type(T k ), then transaction T k is allowed to interrupt transaction T i at breakpoint B ij .
Next, we discuss two alternative specifications of correctness dependencies allowing the same schedules.
Specification of an ETM for cooperative extended transactions: This involves viewing steps as simple atomic transactions, and the transactions the steps belong to as extended transactions. For example, according to this ETM, T i above is an extended transaction that consists of a set of simple transactions {S i1 , S i2 ,..., S in } and a set of dependencies specified in terms of breakpoints. To derive specifications of such extended transactions, we convert breakpoint specifications to corresponding dependency descriptors. To illustrate such mappings, consider the breakpoint B ij of transaction T i . Suppose that B ij specifies that transactions of type X are the only transactions that can interrupt T i at B ij , and that no other transactions can interrupt T i at any other breakpoint. Under these assumptions, S i1 , S i2 ,...,S ij , S ij+1 ,...S in have the following serialization order dependencies:
1. transactions of type X can be serialized before S i1 , S i2 ,..., and S in ; or 2. transactions of type X can be serialized after S i1 , S i2 ,..., and S in ; or 3. transactions of type X can be serialized after S i1 , S i2 ,...,S ij and before S ij+1 ,...,S in .
Dependencies 1 and 2 above specify serializable schedules. Dependency 3 specifies correct non-serializable schedules (relatively consistent schedules in [FO89] ). The following cooperative dependency descriptors correspond to the breakpoint specifications of B ij and are stated in terms of the serialized before (< SR ) and serialized after ( SR >) dependency descriptors defined in Section 4.3.1:
] Adding more transactions in the same breakpoint requires the addition of similar dependency descriptors for each additional transaction type. More specifically, if B ij contains type(T 1 ), type(T 2 ),..., type(T r ) (i.e., ts(B ij ) = {type(T 1 ), type(T 2 ),..., type(T r )}), the following cooperative dependency descriptors correspond to this breakpoint specification:
] Adding transactions to other breakpoints results in a similar dependency specification for each breakpoint.
To capture the fact that the two provisioning transactions T 2 and T 3 in our telecommunications example can cooperate without violating correctness, we can define cooperative transaction dependencies similar to those above. In terms of the breakpoint model discussed above, this can be thought of as if each allocFac operation of T 2 that allocates lines or slots is a step with a breakpoint containing T 3 , and vice versa.
Specification of an ETM for cooperative simple transactions: The approach just discussed requires representing the provisioning transactions T 2 and T 3 as extended transactions. An alternative approach is to specify the allowed cooperation between simple transactions at the conflict table level. To illustrate this, consider the provisioning transactions T 2 and T 3 of the telecommunications transaction T. In addition, consider a Facility (Fac) object (e.g., line or slot object) with a state variable circuitID, and operations usedBy, allocFac, and deallocFac. The circuitID variable of a Fac object indicates whether the facility has been allocated. If allocated, it records the ID of the circuit that uses the facility. Operation usedBy simply reads the circuitID variable, allocFac records the ID of the circuit that uses the facility, and deallocFac sets the circuitID variable to indicate the facility is free. Assuming serializability as our correctness criterion and that Fac object operations are atomic, Fac objects have a conflict table where all operation pairs, except (usedBy, usedBy), conflict.
As we discussed earlier, both provisioning transactions T 2 and T 3 for a given parent T construct the same circuit. Provisioning transaction T 2 (T 3 ) allocates facilities that are either free or have been previously allocated by T 3 (T 2 ). Facilities allocated by T 2 and T 3 have the same circuit ID. According to serializability allocFac operations conflict and this is reflected on the conflict table of Fac objects. Thus, T 2 and T 3 cannot consider and allocate the same facilities, i.e., T 2 and T 3 cannot perform usedBy and allocFac operations on the same Fac object. To specify that T 2 and T 3 are allowed to cooperate, we can augment the conflict table of Fac objects to permit T 2 and T 3 to allocate the same facility but prevent all other transactions from doing the same. To represent transactions like T, T 2 , and T 3 , we introduce three corresponding transaction types. Extended transaction T has type TEL_SERVICE_PROV; T 2 has type LOW_COST_FAC_PROV; and T 3 has type GUARANTEED_FAC_PROV. To specify cooperative transactions, we augment the default read-write conflict table for Fac objects as follows:
In this specification, we state that two allocFac operations do not conflict if (i) they are performed by a transaction of type LOW_COST_FAC_PROV and one of type GUARANTEED_FAC_PROV, and (ii) they are constituent transactions of the same extended transaction of type TEL_SERVICE_PROV.
The specification of cooperative correctness dependencies in this section illustrates that our telecommunications-specific ETM allows only transactions of telecommunications-specific types (i.e., LOW_COST_FAC_PROV and GUARANTEED_FAC_PROV) to cooperate. Thus, our ETM specifications can directly capture application semantics.
Determining whether an ETM can be supported in a DOMS
Once an ETM is specified, the transaction designer uses the TSME to determine whether the specified ETM can be supported. This involves the following:
1. specifying the transactional capabilities of the DOMS objects that may be involved in a transaction, i.e., the correctness criterion and transaction structure the DOMS object enforce, and 2. comparing ETM requirements with the transactional capabilities of the DOMS objects to determine whether the ETM can be enforced
In Section 5.1, we discuss the specification of the transactional capabilities of transactional and transactionless objects. In Section 5.2, we develop a framework for comparing the transactional capabilities of objects with ETM requirements. If the DOMS objects enforce weaker restrictions than those required by an ETM, the TSME provides transactional services that extend the transactional capabilities of objects to a level that enforces both the correctness criterion and transaction structure requirements of the ETM. The TSME transactional services are described in Section 6.
Specification of transactional capabilities of objects
In the following sections, we discuss the specification of the transaction structure and correctness capabilities objects provide.
Specification of object-provided transaction structure capabilities
Transactionless objects support no transaction structure, since they do not support transactions.
In Section 1, we noted that transactional objects in a DOMS represent data and functionality in LTMSs. Most LTMSs currently support only a flat (non-nested) transaction structure, i.e., provide only the following transaction management operations in their interface: Begin, Prepare, Commit, and Abort. There are some LTMSs that support the closed nested transaction model [Moss85]. However, the nested transaction structure applies only to the set of objects L that represent data and functionality of the LTMS. To specify the transaction structure such an LTMS can support, the object designer must define state dependency descriptors for the objects in L. For example, the LTMS (e.g., due to its local nested transaction model) does not allow the children of a transaction T to abort after T commits. This transaction structure capability is provided by all objects in L and can be specified by the following dependency descriptor:
The specifications of other object-provided transaction structure capabilities are similar to the specifications of the transaction structure in the nested transaction model. The main difference is in the set of objects specified in the dependency descriptors. Here the set L includes only objects that represent data and functionality in the LTMS. In the specification of the nested transaction model as a TSME-supported ETM, the set of objects in the dependency descriptors describing the nested transaction structure includes all objects.
The specification of any other transaction structure capabilities an LTMS may provide is similar to that of corresponding ETMs restricted to the set of objects maintained by the LTMS.
Specification of object-provided correctness criteria
The first step in developing specifications for object-enforced correctness criteria is to examine these objects and identify the atomic operations the objects provide. Operation atomicity guarantees that composite operations (i.e., operations that are further decomposed by the object implementations to simpler, possibly concurrent operations) appear to be: (i) indivisible (i.e., either all operations that comprise a composite operation are done or none are), and (ii) isolated from each other (i.e., their effects are hidden from other concurrent operations until they complete).
Since atomic operations are "primitive" from the perspective of the world outside an object, these are the lowest level operations we need to consider in specifying the correctness criterion the object enforces. Furthermore, since a concurrent execution of the operations that comprise a non-atomic composite operation may turn out to be incompatible with the correctness criterion defined by an ETM, atomic operations are also the highest level operations we can consider in the specification of an object-enforced correctness criterion. Therefore, to capture the correctness criteria objects enforce, we must derive specifications based only on the ordering of atomic operations. As we will discuss later in this section, this may not be easy to accomplish in some transactionless objects.
Transactional objects provide atomic operations in their interfaces, since ACID transactions can be viewed as composite atomic operations. Consider an LTMS that may enforce serializability on a specific set L of transactional objects that represent data and functionality of the LTMS. To specify that the objects in L provide these transactional capabilities, the object designer or the transaction designer provides the following dependency descriptor (where τ c denotes the set of committed transactions):
Alternatively, the object or transaction designer may define only the set L for each LTMS and the TSME will automatically generate dependency descriptors similar to the above for each set L.
This specification describes the capabilities of transactional objects that represent data (e.g., tuples, relations, objects, or entire databases) and functionality (e.g., query processing) in many commercial DBMSs, including DB2/WS, ORACLE, INGRES, SYBASE, ONTOS, and INFORMIX. This specification does not explicitly capture the following generic transaction classes (also known as isolation levels) many commercial DBMSs support: uncommitted reads, committed reads, cursor stability, and/or repeatable reads. A specification that explicitly takes into account transaction isolation levels is provided in [GH93] .
Transactionless objects may or may not provide atomic operations in their interfaces. As an example of a transactionless local object that provides atomic operations in its interface, consider a single-threaded word processor or a text editor, such as Word in MS-DOS or vi in Unix. Objects in this category provide atomic read and write operations on files and execute their own private copy of code and do not ensure any particular correctness criterion. To support an ETM, access to such objects must be synchronized by a TSME-provided TMM that enforces the correctness criterion defined by the ETM. To determine operation conflicts, the TSME-provided-TMM requires a conflict table for the operations such transactionless objects provide in their interfaces. This conflict table is provided by the object designer and specifies the transactional capabilities such objects provide. For example, a transactionless vi object o vi provides atomic read and write operations on files (i.e., r(file) and w(file) operations 6 ) and has a conflict table that specifies that vi operations conflict if they are performed on the same file and one of them is a write.
Although there are transactionless objects that support atomic operations, transactionless objects often provide non-atomic operations in their interface. As an example of such transactionless objects, consider those that represent the file manager functionality and the files in a Unix file system. The code of transactionless objects that do not provide atomic operations in their interfaces is often reentrant, i.e., can be shared by multiple threads that execute parts of the system algorithm concurrently. To synchronize concurrent threads, multi-threaded systems may use semaphores, rendezvous, mailboxes, sockets, etc., that provide mutual exclusion to non-reentrant parts of the code. Since an interleaved execution such objects permit may not be allowed by a correctness criterion (e.g., serializability) defined by an ETM, capturing the interleavings of atomic operations is important to determine if such objects can support an ETM. This may be difficult if objects in this category are autonomous, e.g., their documentation and code are not available.
Assuming that the documentation and/or the code of transactionless objects can be examined, specification of the correctness criterion enforced by multi-threaded transactionless objects involves:
6. In vi, r(file) corresponds to "vi file" or ":r file" operations, while w(file) corresponds to ":w" or ":w file" operations, respectively.
1. identifying the atomic operations that comprise non-atomic operations, 2. providing a conflict table for atomic operations (e.g., using the default conflict table or deriving one that takes into account operation semantics), and 3. specifying the correctness criterion the local system enforces using dependency descriptors.
Even when transactionless objects are not autonomous, these are more difficult to deal with than LTMSs that provide well-documented transactional behavior. For example, a common problem is that the concurrency control scheme and the corresponding correctness criterion a legacy multi-threaded system (and corresponding transactionless objects) enforces were usually developed in the context of the application the system was originally designed for. If the concurrency control scheme a transactionless object uses is documented adequately, deriving specifications for the correctness criterion that a multi-threaded local system uses involves straightforward analysis, similar to that used for LTMSs.
A framework for determining whether objects can support an ETM
In Section 5.1.1 we pointed out that transactionless objects usually provide limited transaction structure capabilities. Another problem in using object-provided transaction structure capabilities to enforce ETMs is that these capabilities are tightly-coupled with the correctness criteria objects enforce. For example, consider an LTMS that supports the nested transaction model. The basic problem in using the LTMS to enforce the nested transaction structure is that the mechanisms that enforce transaction nesting and the correctness criterion defined by the nested transaction model are usually tightly-coupled in the TMM of the LTMS. Therefore, if we use the transaction structure capabilities of the LTMS to enforce the transaction nesting required by an ETM, all transactions submitted to this LTMS will be forced to comply with the nested transaction model and not with the correctness criterion defined by the ETM. Another serious limitation is that object-provided transaction structure capabilities have a local scope (i.e., objects cannot support any transaction structure where transactions need to perform operations on objects maintained by different local systems). Since the transaction structure capabilities objects provide are usually insufficient for supporting the transaction structure requirements of most ETMs, in the rest of this paper we assume that objects provide no transaction structure capabilities. Thus, the TSME must provide capabilities (e.g., in the form of transactional services) to support the transaction structure required by each ETM. The approach the TSME uses for enforcing transaction structure is discussed in Section 6.1.
The main problem in determining whether objects can support an ETM is the compatibility between the correctness criteria enforced by the objects and the correctness criterion required by the ETM. A classification of object-enforced correctness criteria with respect to whether they can support an ETM is illustrated in Figure 5 . If the correctness criterion of an ETM is weaker (i.e., less restrictive) than the correctness criterion enforced by an object, we say that such an object-enforced correctness criterion is unnecessary for the ETM. ETMs can be supported by objects that enforce unnecessary correctness criteria, unless this prevents functionality necessary for the application the ETM was designed to support. We refer to unnecessary object-enforced correctness criteria that are too restrictive to support an application as unsuited, and suited otherwise. Suited object-enforced correctness criteria are further classified as local or global, depending on whether or not the fact that objects enforce the same correctness criterion C locally implies that C holds globally. The difference between local and global is subtle and is discussed in detail in Section 5.5.
An object-enforced correctness criterion is necessary for an ETM only if it is either the same as or weaker than the correctness criterion of the ETM. Necessary object-enforced correctness criteria are insufficient for an ETM if they are weaker than the correctness criterion of an ETM. On the other hand, a necessary object-enforced correctness criterion is sufficient if it is the same as the correctness criterion of the ETM. Like suited correctness criteria, sufficient object-enforced correctness criteria are further characterized as local or global.
The end result of the comparison between object-provided and ETM-required correctness criteria is that if objects enforce global correctness criteria that are suited or sufficient for an ETM, they provide sufficient capabilities to support the ETM. In this case we say that the ETM is supported. Objects enforcing local correctness criteria that are suited or sufficient for an ETM may not provide necessary capabilities to support the ETM. Since additional correctness guarantees need to be provided by the DOMS to support such ETMs, we refer to them as supportable. Finally, if an object-enforced correctness criterion is unsuited for an ETM, the ETM is unsupported.
In the following sections, we discuss the classification in Figure 5 in greater detail, and give examples.
Unnecessary and necessary correctness criteria
To characterize object-enforced correctness criteria more precisely, we use the following notation: C denotes the correctness criterion defined by an ETM. C must hold on operations performed on all objects that may be involved in a transaction of that ETM. To denote that only the operations performed on a single object o must obey C, we use C|o (read C applied only on o). This notation is useful for directly comparing C with the correctness criterion c enforced by an object o. An object-enforced correctness criterion c is unnecessary for the ETM if c is stronger than C, i.e., c allows less schedules than C|o. On the other hand, an object-enforced correctness criterion c is necessary for an ETM if it is the same as or weaker than C, i.e., c allows the same or more schedules than C|o.
Many ETMs are supported by objects that enforce unnecessary correctness criteria. This occurs when objects permit schedules that allow all necessary functionality for the application. Of course, the application may suffer some loss in concurrency but this is often either insignificant or acceptable for application throughput requirements. To refer to an unnecessary object-enforced correctness criterion that can support an ETM, we use the term suited for the ETM.
For example, to support the ACID transaction model, DBMSs need to enforce serializability. However, to simplify recovery and reduce transaction synchronization overhead, most commercial DBMSs ensure rigorousness [BGRS91] . Since rigorousness disallows conflicts between uncommitted transactions, it is stronger than serializability. Although rigorousness is unnecessary for supporting ACID transactions, it permits the functionality required by most traditional database applications, such as banking. Therefore, rigorousness is suited for supporting the ACID transaction model in traditional database applications.
Just as unnecessary object-enforced correctness criteria may be suited for an ETM designed to support a particular application, unnecessary object-enforced correctness criteria may be unsuited for the ETMs designed for other applications. This occurs when unnecessary object-enforced correctness criteria do not permit schedules necessary for allowing the functionality required by a specific application.
For example, consider an ETM for a CAD/CAM application that requires transactions to cooperate in maintaining design objects. Suppose that the object implementation or the local system that maintains the design objects enforces serializability as its correctness criterion. Although the cooperative correctness criterion C of the ETM allows uncommitted transactions to access the same design objects, this is not allowed by serializability. Since serializability is stronger than C, it does not permit violation of C. However, the application that requires the cooperative ETM depends on the ability of transactions to execute schedules that serializability does not permit. Thus, object-enforced serializability is unsuited for this ETM.
Insufficient and sufficient correctness criteria
A necessary object-enforced correctness criterion c is insufficient to support an ETM if it is weaker than the correctness criterion C of the ETM. On the other hand, a necessary object-enforced correctness criterion c is sufficient to support an ETM if it is the same as the correctness criterion C of an ETM. For example, consider an ETM that defines serializability as its correctness criterion. If an object cannot enforce serializability, its correctness criterion is insufficient to ensure the ETM's correctness criterion. On the other hand, if an object enforces serializability, this is sufficient for the ETM.
If an object-enforced correctness criterion is insufficient for an ETM, the objects cannot support the ETM. However, this does not always imply that the ETM cannot be supported at all. Additional capabilities can be provided by the TSME (e.g., in the form of transactional services) to augment insufficient object-enforced correctness criteria, and provide TSME-enforced correctness criteria that are sufficient for the ETM. To indicate this, we say that if object-enforced correctness criteria are insufficient for supporting an ETM, the ETM is supportable. We will discuss this further in Section 6.2.
Comparison of the correctness criterion C defined by an ETM and the correctness criterion c enforced by an object o may reveal that C permits schedules disallowed by c and vice versa, i.e., c is both insufficient and unnecessary for the ETM. If c is unsuited for the ETM the ETM cannot be supported. Otherwise, the ETM is supportable, i.e., c is considered to be insufficient for supporting C, and the earlier discussion on insufficient object-enforced correctness criteria applies here.
Local and global correctness criteria
In the previous sections, we stated that an ETM can be supported entirely by objects that enforce correctness criteria that are either sufficient or suited for the ETM. In reality, whether sufficient and suited correctness criteria can actually support an ETM may depend on whether all objects use the same transaction management mechanism (TMM).
Object-enforced correctness criteria are globally sufficient or globally suited if they support an ETM independently of whether objects use different autonomous TMMs. As an example of such a correctness criterion, consider rigorousness, which is used in many commercial DBMSs to disallow conflicts between uncommitted transactions. If an ETM defines rigorousness as its correctness criterion and all object TMMs enforce rigorousness, this is enough to support the ETM. That is, object-provided rigorousness is globally sufficient for this ETM.
Object-enforced correctness criteria are locally sufficient or locally suited if they: (i) support an ETM when objects use the same TMM, and (ii) cannot support the ETM if objects use different autonomous TMMs enforcing the same correctness criterion as in (i). Locally sufficient and locally suited objectenforced correctness criteria include serializability and most cooperative correctness criteria. For example, suppose that an ETM requires serializability as its correctness criterion. Even if each object enforces local serializability (i.e., the local schedule of the operations performed on any individual object is serializable), this does not imply that global serializability is maintained (i.e., the global schedule of the operations performed on all objects may not be serializable). To illustrate this, consider the example in Figure 6 which depicts three transactions T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 . These transactions access objects o a , o b , and o c . Object o a uses its own TMM S 1 , whereas objects o b and o c both use a different TMM S 2 . If, for example, a transaction T 1 reads from o a , we draw an arrow from o a to T 1 . An arrow from T 1 to o a would denote that T 1 writes o a .
In our example, T 1 reads o a and T 3 writes it. Therefore, T 1 and T 3 directly conflict at o a , and the serialization order of the transactions at S 1 is T 1 < SR T 3 . Transactions T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 perform the following operations on objects o b and o c which share TMM S 2 , T 2 reads o b and T 1 writes o b , and then T 3 reads o c and T 2 writes o c . This results in the serialization order of the transactions maintained by S 2 being T 3 < SR T 2 < SR T 1 .
Although both local schedules are locally serializable, the global schedule is not serializable, i.e., there is no global order involving T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 that is compatible with both local schedules. Since the object TMMs S 1 and S 2 cannot detect this problem, additional capabilities must be provided by the TSME to augment object-enforced correctness criteria, and provide TSME-enforced correctness criteria that are sufficient for the ETM. We will discuss this further in Section 6.3.
In the illustration in Figure 6 we used only read and write operations. However, this problem also exists when we use operation semantics to determine direct and indirect conflicts between transactions. Discussion and examples are included in [GH92] .
ETM enforcement by combining Objects and TSME-provided services
In the previous section, we discussed a framework for determining whether objects can support an ETM, and characterized ETMs as unsupported, supportable, and supported by the objects in a DOMS. While nothing other than object modification can be done to provide unsupported ETMs and nothing needs to be done for supported ETMs, supportable ETMs require additional correctness guarantees to become supported. In the following sections, we define a set of TSME-provided transactional services that can complement object-enforced transaction structure and correctness criteria as needed to provide supportable ETMs. In particular, we describe the interface and functionality of the following transactional services:
• transaction structure service
• object correctness service
• global correctness service Figure 7 expands the TSME architecture of Figure 1 to show additional details of these services.
The transaction structure (TS) service is required for enforcing ETMs that allow transaction nesting or transaction grouping. The TS service provides an event-condition-action (ECA) rule manager (RM) to the run-time TMM. The object correctness (OC) service provides: (i) a programmable scheduler (PS) and (ii) an adaptor server (AS) to the run-time TMM. The PS is a TMM that can be programmed to enforce a sufficient correctness criterion for an ETM for use by objects enforcing correctness criteria insufficient for the ETM. The AS is a homogeneous transactional interface for transactional objects that provide their own TMM (S). Finally, the global correctness (GC) service is needed to make locally sufficient (suited) correct- In the following sections, we discuss the interface and behavior of these services.
Transaction structure service (TS service)
The TS service enforces backward, forward, and strong transaction state dependencies as defined in Section 4.2. To request the enforcement of state dependencies, the TS service provides an interface that accepts dependency descriptors directly. To enforce state dependencies, the TS service translates dependency descriptors to Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rule definitions [DHL90, DHL91] . In particular, the TS service supports ECA rules triggered by transactional events. Such events are occurrences of operations that change the state of transactions in the TMM(s) used by the objects. For example, the invocation of a Commit(T 1 ) operation causes the TS service to create a commit event that may trigger an ECA rule. Similar transaction events are generated by invocations of Begin(T 1 ), Prepare(T 1 ), and Abort(T 1 ) operations.
The specific ECA rule(s) for enforcing a state dependency descriptor is determined by its type. The TS service identifies the type of each state dependency descriptor (backward, forward, or strong) based on the syntax of the enabling and post conditions. Backward state dependencies: The TS service implements (T i , {T j }, O, T i .state = X, Y(T j ) < X(T i )) by first disabling the operation X(T i ) and then defining a rule that enables X(T i ) when the event Y(T j ) occurs:
If X(T i ) is issued before it is enabled, the TS service traps X(T i ) and delays it until it becomes enabled. Operation disabling and trapping occurs during operation dispatching in a DOMS. This is discussed further in [HG93] . For example, to enforce "T 2 cannot begin before T 1 commits", the TS service translates (T 2 , {T 1 }, O, T 2 .state = Begin, Commit(T 1 ) < Begin(T 2 )) to the following rules: 
The disableOp(Begin(T 2 )) is performed when T 2 is submitted for execution.
Forward state dependencies: Assuming that operations on transactions are by default enabled, the TS service implements (T i , {T j }, O, T i .state = X, ¬(Y(T j ) < X(T i ))) by defining a rule that disables X(T i ) when the transactional event Y(T j ) occurs:
For example, enforcing "T 3 cannot begin after T 2 commits" is accomplished by the following rule:
if Commit(T 2 ) then do disableOp(Begin(T 3 )) Strong state dependencies: The TS service implements (T i , {T j }, O, T j .state = Y, X(T i )) by defining a rule as follows:
For example, the TS service enforces "T3 must abort if T2 commits" by translating its dependency descriptor (T3, {T2}, O, T 2 .state = Commit, Abort(T3)) to the rule:
In strong dependencies, the post condition causes the execution of transactional operations. In forward and backward state dependencies, the state of dependent transactions is monitored and their transitions are controlled to ensure that the post condition is satisfied.
If an ETM defines a state dependency between transactions that access objects using different TMMs, the TS service uses an agreement protocol such as two-phase commitment (2PC) to ensure that transaction management operations that change the state of transactions are performed in all TMMs or none. As we mentioned in Section 4.2, not all dependencies can be satisfied by the TS service. For example, since the TS service cannot ensure a transaction will commit, it may not be able to ensure a strong dependency such as "T 3 must commit if T 2 aborts." In addition, the TS service cannot enforce forward and backward dependencies requiring that a transaction T 3 cannot abort; a transaction may choose to abort, or an LTMS may unilaterally abort it, e.g., as a result of a local deadlock.
Object correctness service (OC service)
The OC service provides:
1. a programmable scheduler (PS) to transactionless objects which enforce a correctness criterion insufficient for supporting an ETM, and 2. an adaptor server (AS) to transactional objects which enforce correctness criteria sufficient or suited for the ETM.
Both PS and AS provide a uniform transactional interface (TI) to DOMS objects (e.g., transactionless objects inherit the TI from PS, while transactional objects inherit the TI from AS). The PS is a TMM that can be configured to provide a correctness criterion sufficient or suited for the ETM. The PS is described in Section 6.2.1. The AS simply provides the functionality required to map the TI to the possibly heterogeneous interfaces transactional objects provide to their TMMs. The AS is discussed in Section 6.2.2.
Programmable scheduler (PS) interface and behavior
The PS supports the following operations:
• Begin, Prepare, Commit, and Abort for starting and completing transactions.
• RedefineConflict for modifying object conflict tables to allow a cooperative correctness criterion suited or sufficient for an ETM. Conflict table redefinition is needed to add the following to the object conflict table(s): (i) the IDs or classes of transactions the ETM allows to cooperate, and (ii) the conditions under which cooperation can occur. If no object conflict table is redefined to provide such information to the PS, the PS enforces serializability.
• SetSRorder for enforcing specific transaction SR orders. This is needed to make a locally sufficient (suited) correctness criterion enforced by the PS, globally sufficient (suited).
• SetPolicy for defining scheduling policies. This determines the action the PS takes to resolve conflicts among transactions (e.g., whether the PS will use transaction blocking or restarting for enforcing a correctness criterion), and the point in the transaction lifetime where conflicts are detected and resolved.
We refer to RedefineConflict, SetSRorder, and SetPolicy calls as PS configuration instructions. Configuration instructions are provided by a transaction designer either directly or through the GS service (discussed further in Section 6.3).
The behavior and implementation of the Begin, Prepare, Commit, and Abort operations in PS is similar to those in conventional schedulers [BHG87] . Thus, we do not discuss this further in this paper. In the following paragraphs, we further discuss the PS behavior for providing different correctness criteria and scheduling policies in response to configuration instructions.
Using conflict table redefinition to provide cooperative correctness criteria
In Section 4.3, we noted that each object o x is associated with a conflict table o x .conflict_table. The PS provides the default read/write conflict table (described in Section 4.3) to all transactionless objects whose designer has not provided a conflict table. When the PS uses the default conflict table it considers only whether operations are read or write and enforces serializability.
If the designer of an object o x provides a conflict table, the PS uses this table instead of the default read/ write conflict table. Since object designers can consider the semantics of object-provided operations in defining conflict tables, allowing them to provide conflict definitions to the PS enables the PS to permit additional concurrency which may not be allowed by using read/write conflicts. For example, object designers may use operation commutativity, invalidation, or recoverability (mentioned in Section 4.3) to define conflict tables which can allow more concurrency than the default read/write conflict table. Although object designers can take into consideration operation semantics, they do not necessarily have transaction knowledge. Thus, a PS that uses object-designer-provided conflict tables enforces serializability.
If an ETM requires objects to enforce a cooperative correctness criterion, the transaction designer must redefine the object conflict tables (default and/or object-designer-provided) to allow the cooperative correctness criterion required by the ETM. To support conflict table redefinition for allowing cooperative correctness criteria, the PS provides the RedefineConflict operation in its interface.To describe the parameters and behavior of RedefineConflict, consider an object o x . In Section 4.3, we noted that for each pair of operations p and q supported by o x , a predicate o x .conflict_table(p, q) determines whether p and q conflict. RedefineConflict(o x , p, q, CP) changes the predicate o x .conflict_table(p, q) to CP. This allows the transaction designer to instruct the PS to use arbitrary conflict predicates CP (possibly implemented by functions or programs) if an ETM requires them, and the performance they permit is acceptable.
To provide efficient enforcement of cooperative correctness criteria, the PS supports the use of conflict tuples in RedefineConflict operations. Conflict tuples are simple conflict predicates represented in a way that can be efficiently interpreted by the PS to provide many cooperative correctness criteria. (o x , p, q, [τ 3 , τ 4 , false]) instructs the PS to treat p and q as non-conflicting operations only if they are performed by transactions in τ 3 and τ 4 , respectively.
For example, consider the conflict table for the class of Fac objects described in Section 4.3.2. Assuming that the PS must enforce the serializability of transactions accessing Fac objects, these correctness specifications are reflected in the following conflict tuples (to simplify our example, we have not included conflict tuples involving deallocFac operations; {*} qualifies any transaction):
To instruct the PS to allow the provisioning transactions T 2 and T 3 to cooperate in allocating facilities (and thus enforce the specifications in Section 4.3.2), the transaction designer must redefine the conflict table of Fac objects. This is done by the following configuration instruction to the PS:
RedefineConflict(Fac, allocFac, allocFac, [{ID(T 2 ),ID(T 3 )}, {ID(T 2 ), ID(T 3 )}, false])
This causes the PS to allow T 2 and T 3 to cooperate in allocating facilities.
Setting transaction serialization order to enforce global correctness In Section 5.5, we discussed a scenario (depicted in Figure 6 ) involving three objects using two different TMMs. Assuming that each of these TMMs enforces serializability, we illustrated that the object TMMs may fail to preserve global serializability. The problem is that multiple object TMMs may satisfy a locally suited or locally sufficient correctness criterion C such as serializability even if transaction SR orders are different in each object TMM. When this occurs, there in no global transaction SR order compatible with all the SR orders allowed by the object TMMs. Therefore, global transaction execution schedules do not satisfy C and correctness is not ensured.
To allow enforcement of compatible transaction SR orders, the TMMs of DOMS objects must support the SetSRorder operation. The PS provides the SetSRorder operation to objects that do not have a TMM. The behavior of the SetSRorder operation in the PS is described next. Transactional objects that have autonomous TMMs also provide the SetSRorder operation. This is discussed further in Section 6.2.2. To ensure that a transaction T i has the same SR order in all objects T i accesses, we must perform SetSRorder(T i ) in the TMMs of these objects. The actual SetSRorder invocations for enforcing a global SR order for T i are performed by the GC as it is described in Section 6.3.
To describe the behavior of SetSRorder in the PS, consider a serialization graph that has nodes corresponding to transactions. 7 Consider a pair of transactions T i and T j . If T i and T j have performed conflicting operations such that T i < SR T j , the serialization graph contains an arc from the node of T i to the node of T j . On the other hand, if T j < SR T i , the serialization graph contains an arc from the node of T j to the node of T i.
7. There are efficient implementations of the SetSRorder operation that do not require a serialization graph. In this paper, we the use serialization graph to describe the PS implementation for generality (since it allows all schedules permitted by any other PS implementation).
Suppose that a transaction T i invokes SetSRorder(T i ). First, the PS sets the serialization order of T i , which involves the following actions: For every transaction T j such that there is no arc either from T i to T j , or from T j to T i , the PS adds an arc from T i to T j . Note that the invocation of SetSRorder(T j ) before SetSRorder(T i ) would have created an arc from T j to T i . Thus, SetSRorder(T i ) causes the addition of arcs only between transactions T i and T j such that (i) T i and T j do not conflict directly, and (ii) T j has not executed SetSRorder(T j ). Next, the PS determines if there is a cycle in the serialization graph. If there is no cycle, the PS assigns an integer value to T i that is larger than the value of every transaction T k such that there is an arc from the node of T k to the node of T i . Finally, the PS returns the value assigned to T i as a response to the SetSRorder(T i ) operation.
If the addition of the arcs that result from the SetSRorder(T i ) operation creates a cycle in the serialization graph, the PS aborts or blocks T i . The specific PS action depends on the scheduling policy the PS uses to resolve conflicts (policies are discussed next). In the case where the PS aborts T i , all incoming and outgoing arcs to the node of T i are removed from the graph and the SetSRorder(T i ) operation returns an error code. If the policy of the PS is to block transactions, the addition of the SetSRorder(T i ) operation arc(s) to the graph is delayed until other transactions commit and the removal of their arcs eliminates the cycle. Until then, the PS either blocks the SetSRorder(T i ) operation or does not acknowledge it until it can be processed.
Scheduling Policy
There are many schemes for enforcing serializability and cooperative correctness criteria [BHG87, OV91, GR93] . Many of these schemes can be distilled into a few primitive capabilities which can be combined to produce a concurrency control scheme with the desired behavior. We have identified several concurrency control scheme dimensions which characterize primitive functionality. Options from each dimension can be combined to produce not only existing TMMs, but new TMMs that may be more appropriate for some ETMs. These dimensions and their associated policy options are:
• Conflict resolution: delay or rollback • Correctness enforcement: conservative or optimistic
• SR order assignment: dynamic or static
The PS provides the SetPolicy(conflict_resolution, correctness_enforcement, SR_order_assignment) operation to allow the transaction designer to select a combination of policies appropriate for each ETM.
The conflict_resolution option determines the action the PS takes when a transaction T i issues an operation p that conflicts with an operation performed earlier by another transaction. If PS conflict_resolution is set to delay, the PS delays processing of p until the PS determines it is safe to allow p to execute. With conflict_resolution set to rollback (abort) the PS aborts T i upon determining the conflict.
The correctness_enforcement option determines the point in the lifetime of each transaction at which the PS attempts to resolve conflicts. If the optimistic policy is selected the PS allows operations to execute as soon as it receives operation requests. The PS does not attempt to resolve conflicts until each transaction T i is completed but not yet committed (e.g., issues Prepare). To ensure a correctness criterion C, the PS determines if the operations performed by T i violate C. If an operation of T i is found to violate C, the PS performs the conflict_resolution action (e.g., forces T i to abort); otherwise, the PS allows T i to commit. Under the conservative policy, the PS performs the conflict_resolution action immediately when it detects a conflict.
The SR_order_assignment option determines the point in the lifetime of each transaction its SR order is set for performance optimization purposes. If SR_order_assignment is set to static, the PS performs SetSRorder(T i ) when each transaction T i begins. For dynamic, the PS performs no action.
Deadlocks may occur when transactions are delayed. Deadlock resolution is outside the scope of this paper and it is not discussed further.
Approaches for PS implementation
In Section 6.1, we discussed a TS service implementation that uses rules to enforce transaction structure. Since this implementation approach is not appropriate to enforce correctness criteria, it is not used by the PS. Rules allow flexibility and modularity in expressing and enforcing simple constraints between a small number of objects, such as the state dependencies between transactions that belong to the same extended transaction. However, attempts to use only rules to express complex, transitive relationships between a large number of objects have shown that rules are impractical in this role, i.e., are difficult to express and debug. Since most correctness criteria define transitive constraints between all transactions, the same basic problem exists in using rules to specify correctness criteria [DHL90, DHL91] . For these reasons we believe that traditional TMM technology is more appropriate than rules for implementing the PS. There are two alternative approaches for developing TMMs that can provide PS capabilities:
The scheduler library approach for implementing the PS involves developing a specialized scheduler for each correctness criterion required by some ETM supported by the TSME. The design and implementation of various transaction schedulers have been described in the literature, including those in [BHG87, OV91, GR93] . Existing transaction management software (e.g., commercial DBMS and TP monitor provided TMMs) can be used for implementing a scheduler library for the OC service. The advantage of this approach is the cost-effective use of existing TMM technology and ability to take advantage of ETM-specific optimization in the scheduler implementations. The main disadvantage is the need to add new schedulers or modify existing schedulers to support new ETMs. This may be difficult when the TSME is used to support applications that require application-specific transaction cooperation or workflows with diverse ETM requirements.
The toolkit approach is another alternative for PS implementation. This approach involves decomposition of required PS functionality into primitive capabilities that can be combined in arbitrary ways. DBMS and TP monitor toolkits such as Encina's lock and log services [Enc92] can be used as a basis for developing a PS according to the primitive capabilities identified in the previous sections. This approach allows more flexibility than the scheduler library approach, but PS development is more complex than putting together a library of existing schedulers. Our prototype PS implementation uses the toolkit approach and currently provides most described PS capabilities (e.g., the optimistic correctness enforcement policy is not provided).
In transactionless objects that provide atomic operations in their interface, the PS can enforce correctness dependences by controlling the invocations of operations transactions perform on such objects. Just as in controlling operations to enforce transaction state dependencies, controlling operation invocations to enforce correctness dependences involves operation trapping during dispatching.
Enforcing correctness dependencies on transactionless objects that do not provide atomic operations in their interface involves modifying the object code to provide "hooks" to the PS. Such "hooks" must allow the PS to control the execution of atomic operations below the object interface. An approach for providing PS "hooks" is to modify the operations that read and write object slots to transfer control to the PS whenever they are invoked. This can be implemented by re-compiling the object using a tool specialized in: (i) identifying atomic operations that manipulate object slots, and (ii) inserting code to them so they transfer control to the PS whenever they are invoked.
Adaptor server interface and behavior
Unlike the PS, the AS is not a TMM (transactional objects have their own TMMs). The AS simply provides the functionality required to map the TI interface to the TMM interfaces of the transactional objects. In particular, the AS converts Begin, Prepare, Commit, and Abort invocations on its TI to corresponding calls to the object TMMs, and provides RedefineConflict, SetPolicy, and SetSRorder operations to maintain uniformity with the PS TI. Since most conventional TMMs (e.g., those used in commercial DBMSs) are not programmable, RedefineConflict and SetPolicy configuration instructions to the AS TI return error codes in the event they request conflict table definition and TMM policies that differ from those provided by the TMMs of transactional objects.
To implement the SetSRorder operation on transactional objects the AS uses tickets [GRS94] . Tickets determine the transaction SR order without violating the autonomy of object TMMs. In objects that use TMMs that do not reveal the SR order of transactions, tickets are implemented by performing additional operations that create direct conflicts between subtransactions at each object TMM. In objects using TMMs that produce events (e.g., invocations of Begin, Prepare, or Commit operations) that reveal the SR order of transactions, tickets are determined by simply keeping track of the order of such events. Finally, objects that use XA compliant TMMs do not require tickets, since such TMMs can use transaction IDs provided by the GS. Tickets are discussed further in [GRS94] .
Global correctness service (GC service)
If a DOMS maintains only objects that use the same TMM (e.g., transactionless objects using the PS or transactional objects maintained by the same LTMS), the correctness criterion enforced by this TMM has global scope. However, in Section 5.5 we noted that this may not the case in a DOMS where objects can use different (possibly autonomous and heterogeneous) TMMs. To enforce a correctness criterion globally, the GC service configures a hierarchical run-time TMM consisting of: (i) a Global Scheduler (GS) at the root of the hierarchy, and (ii) object TMMs (Ss) at the leaves. The components the TS, OC, and GC services contribute to the run-time TMM are depicted in Figure 7 . Figure 8 illustrates an instance of a twolevel hierarchical run-time TMM configuration in which objects o 1 and o 2 use the PS provided by the OC service, object o 3 provides its own private TMM S 1 , and objects o 4 and o 5 are maintained by an LTMS that uses a TMM S 2 . All transactions (e.g., T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 ) issue operations on objects through the GS.
The GS provides: 1. functionality for making locally sufficient (suited) correctness criteria globally sufficient (suited) as required by an ETM, and 2. various scheduling policies.
The GS supports the following operations in its interface:
• Begin, Prepare, Commit, and Abort for starting and completing global (i.e. distributed and multisystem) transactions.
• SetGlobalPolicy for defining a global scheduling policy.
The implementations of the Begin, Prepare, Commit, and Abort operations in GS are similar to those in conventional TP monitors and distributed DBMSs [GR93, OV91] . For example, the GS uses the 2PC protocol to ensure the failure atomicity of Commit invocations in the object TMMs and the PS. We do not discuss these further in this paper. The GS behavior for providing global correctness criteria and global scheduling policies is discussed in the following paragraphs.
Setting transaction serialization order to enforce global correctness
Consider an ETM that defines serializability as its correctness criterion. Suppose all object TMMs enforce locally sufficient correctness criteria for the ETM (e.g., local serializability). To enforce global serializability the GS does the following for each transaction T:
1. issues SetSRorder operations to determine T's local SR order in the TMMs of all objects T accesses, and 2. ensures that T has the same serialization order in these object TMMs (the specific GS actions are determined by the GS policy defined by the SetGlobalPolicy operation).
For example, consider again the transaction execution in Section 5.5 ( Figure 6 ). The presence of the transaction T 2 in S 2 reverses the SR order of T 1 and T 3 . By issuing SetSRorder operations that determine the serialization orders of T 1 and T 3 at objects o a and o c , the GC can determine that T 1 < SR T 3 at o a , while T 3 < SR T 1 at o c . The GS does not need to perform SetSRorder operations for all objects, unless they all use different TMMs. Since object TMMs are usually shared by multiple objects, the GS performs SetSRorder at the objects where each transaction has issued Begin.
The problem of enforcing global serializability in the presence of multiple autonomous TMMs (i.e., ensuring that transactions have a unique SR precedence order in all object TMMs) has been studied in the area of multidatabase transaction management, and approaches to deal with such problems have been proposed in [BS88, Pu88, EH88, BST90, DE89, GRS91]. Much of this work has recognized the need to explicitly determine the local serialization order of transactions as a requirement to enforce global serializability.
Enforcing cooperative correctness criteria in multiple TMMs does not introduce more requirements than those for enforcing global serializability. Actually, enforcing cooperative correctness criteria in objects that use different autonomous TMMs requires the same GS as global serializability. The only difference is that object conflict tables are redefined and the GS may need to issue SetSRorder operations for transaction steps instead of entire transactions.
In this paper, we have not explicitly discussed temporal correctness and visibility. Although the presence of multiple object TMMs makes enforcing serializability and cooperative correctness criteria difficult, it does not introduce additional problems in maintaining other correctness criteria, including temporal correctness, cascadelessness, strictness, or rigorousness. If serializability is enforced over multiple objects that use different schedulers, and in addition, each of these schedulers also ensures the same temporal transaction order, this temporal order is preserved globally. Similarly, if all object schedulers provide the same visibility capabilities, the locally provided visibility is also globally ensured. For example, if all object schedulers enforce strictness locally, this ensures strictness globally, by definition.
Global Scheduling Policy:
The GS policies include: optimistic, static conservative, and dynamic conservative. The GS optimistic policy allows global transactions to interleave under the control of individual object TMMs. Before a global transaction T is allowed to commit, the GS performs SetSRorder in the object TMMs accessed by T to determine T's local SR orders. To enforce correctness, the GC aborts any global transaction T that does not have compatible SR orders in all object TMMs.
The static GS conservative policy involves assigning an a priori SR order to each global transaction T. Then the GS performs SetSRorder in the object TMMs only in the order assigned to each global transaction. A global transaction is allowed to commit only if: (i) its SR order is the same in all object TMMs, and (ii) it is compatible with the a priori order assigned to it.
Finally, the GS dynamic conservative policy also requires global transactions to have compatible SR order in the object TMMs they access, and aborts those that do not. The basic difference between this and the static policy is that under the dynamic conservative policy the GS performs the SetSRorder just before each global transaction T attempts to commit. Furthermore, unlike the optimistic policy, the GS does not interleave the SetSRorder operations of different global transactions. Unlike the static policy, the SR order of each global transaction is not predetermined, but is established at run-time using a more conservative approach than the optimistic policy.
Related work
Customized transaction management is a relatively new research area, and related work is limited. An finite automata-based specification of state dependencies is discussed in [ASSR93] . This approach cannot be used to specify correctness criteria. The problem is that finite automata can capture only regular languages. Specification of arbitrary execution schedules allowed by various correctness criteria requires a context free or a context sensitive language. Therefore, the finite automata-based specification approach is not sufficiently powerful to specify many ETMs.
Like our dependency descriptors, ACTA [CR90,CR92,RC92] supports ETM specification and implementation-independent reasoning about transaction-execution correctness and structure. The main difference between dependency specifications and ACTA is that our dependency descriptors provide reliable true and false evaluation results. This is necessary if ETM specifications must be enforced by a software system (e.g., as DBMSs enforce ACID transactions). In particular, if the result of a dependency specification evaluation is true, this must imply that the dependency is ensured. On the other hand, a false result should indicate a failure in ensuring ETM specifications. This kind of reasoning is not supported by ACTA. The problem is that it is not always possible to determine whether a dependency is satisfied or not, simply because the available execution schedule does not provide enough information. For example, consider the dependency "T 2 cannot begin before T 1 commits" where T 2 depends on T 1 . Until T 2 begins there is not enough information in the schedule to determine whether T 2 's dependency is satisfied.
As we discussed in Section 4.1, dependency descriptors deal with this problem by having an enabling condition that prevents dependency descriptor evaluation until there is enough information available. For example, suppose that the enabling condition En in T 2 's dependency descriptor is set to "T 2 .state = Begin". While En is false, the dependency specification evaluates to "don't know". ACTA does not support enabling conditions and does not allow "don't know" evaluation results. As a result to the lack of these, ACTA specifications may result in false evaluations becoming true when there is enough information in the schedule, and vice versa. For example, if the ACTA specification of the dependency "T 2 cannot begin before T 1 commits" is evaluated before T 2 begins, the result is false. This may change when T 2 issues Begin. In particular, if T 1 has performed Commit when T 2 issues Begin the evaluation result of the ACTA specification changes to true.
Such unreliable evaluation makes ACTA specifications difficult to use. To deal with this problem, ACTA originally required the availability of a finite execution schedule [RC92] , i.e., a schedule that contains all transactional events (e.g., Begin, Commit, Abort) pertaining to all transactions under consideration. To capture executions in progress, the finite schedule requirement has been relaxed in recent revisions of ACTA. However, the unreliable evaluation problem still remains. Providing reliable true and false evaluation results, as provided by our approach, allows:
• determining specification violations as soon as dependencies are enabled
• purging descriptors of satisfied state dependencies as soon as they are enabled and evaluated
• evaluating dependency descriptors before the finite execution schedule is available
• using dependency descriptors to enforce ETMs Another important difference between our transaction specification framework and ACTA is that our framework requires only standard quantifiers on finite transaction sets, and a single operator (transitive closure). Furthermore, ACTA allows only conflict tables defined according to commutativity. Our conflict tables may be defined using any conflict definition that may be provided by an application, used by a legacy system, or specified by an object designer.
Finally, our dependency descriptors directly capture application semantics that other transaction specification frameworks do not. For example, [CR90] discusses merging two existing ETMs to create a new nested/split ETM which allows cooperation between subtransactions of nested transactions. The telecommunications-specific ETM specified in this paper also allows constituent transactions of extended transactions to cooperate (Section 5.2). A basic difference between the nested/split transaction model (section 4.3 in [CR90] ) and our telecommunications-specific ETM is that the latter allows only transactions of telecommunications-specific types (i.e., LOW_COST_FAC_PROV and GUARANTEED_FAC_ PROV) to cooperate. The nested/split transaction model [CR90] does not capture such a requirement.
ASSET [BGJR94] is another significant research effort for supporting multiple ETMs. The ASSET framework does not deal with object/local system autonomy and heterogeneity. When it is limited to homogeneous objects, the ASSET system behavior is similar to a PS capable of enforcing transaction structure in addition to multiple correctness criteria. ASSET research is in progress. Currently, ASSET provides a complete object-oriented interface and high-level descriptions of the corresponding behavior. We are not aware of any detailed ASSET TMM design or prototype implementation.
Conclusion
The TSME is a customized transaction management system that can support a variety of applications including workflows in a DOMS integrating HAD systems. A fundamental concept in the TSME is the separation of transaction specification from implementation. The TSME has several advantages over conventional transaction processing systems, including:
• supporting specification of user-defined, application-specific ETMs
• allowing ETM designers to reason about the correctness and reliability different ETM provide independently of the TMM that enforces them
• allowing ETM designers to determine whether an ETM can be enforced in a specific HAD environment by comparing ETM specification to transactional object capabilities
• providing existing ETMs (proven to support specific applications) as templates of dependency specifications which can be tailored by modifying or adding dependency specifications that reflect application requirements
• providing a set of programmable transactional services that can configure run-time TMMs specialized for enforcing a specific ETM in a specific HAD system environment • re-using the functionality transactional services provide in enforcing multiple ETMs We have designed and implemented a prototype PTMM and used it to support telecommunication workflows and experiment with various application scenarios. It successfully demonstrated the feasibility of customized transaction management systems supporting both traditional and advanced applications.
In many applications high transaction throughput is very important. If the ACID and the nested transaction models are suited for such applications, the TSME can use TMM components of commercial TP monitors and DBMSs to provide the behavior and throughput of these conventional systems. For applications where the ACID and the nested transaction models are too restrictive, the TSME can provide ETMs that allow more concurrency and flexible recovery than the ACID and nested transaction models. Finally, TSME's alternative scheduling policies can be used to optimize the processing of different types of transaction loads (e.g., by configuring different scheduling policies and benchmarking transaction throughput).
In workflow applications, taking into account application semantics for ensuring correctness may be more important than high transaction throughput. For example, in telecommunications where some business processes involve a combination of human and computer tasks, fully automating these processes requires enforcing application-specific correctness criteria. Our preliminary experience is that, unlike conventional transaction processing systems, the TSME can satisfy the requirements of workflow applications.
